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The aim of this report is to draw conclusions from, and to document my experience of jazz
music in Tokyo. I will introduce certain anecdotes from the trip, and reflect on how they
relate to the problems of legitimacy and authenticity, both which had struck me as major
themes in relation to the history of jazz in Japan. I hope also to reflect on the successes and
limitations of the project, and to briefly speak about the music that I recorded whilst in
Tokyo.

Thanks firstly go to those who helped me out with valuable information in the preliminary
stages of my trip. These include James Catchpole of the Tokyo Jazz Blog, Michael Gardiner
and Neil Lazarus of the Warwick Comparative Literature Department, Paul McGrath,
Convenor of the Warwick Arts Centre, and my mum Jane Beaumont, who helped organise
flights etc in the stressful exam period.

I would also like to thank the various musicians who I met on the trip, who were all friendly
and considerate, Craig Allsop for lifting my mood on the latter half of the trip, and especially
Simon Cosgrove for his inspirational teaching and consistent enthusiasm, even with a week
old baby to look after. Finally, immense gratitude goes out to the Lord Rootes Memorial
Fund for providing me with the finances to carry out such a life affirming project, which
otherwise would have not been possible.
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Consider the scene: my first day in Tokyo, I hear familiar music echoing from a small
restaurant on the street I’m staying on. Driven by an appetite for music and food, I burst
through the door, shouting ‘Coltrane!’ at the waiters behind the bar. They looked at me
with a sense of puzzlement and wonder. I had learnt my first lesson. Jazz is everywhere in
Tokyo; they are not surprised to find someone who knows the music well. It turns out that
the music playing was from a Japanese radio station that plays in many cafes, bars and
restaurants around the city. Whilst Michael Buble or Jamie Cullum might be the staple music
for an English coffee shop, the staple in Tokyo is the music of Blue Note, Columbia, Impulse!,
etc. (record companies known for giving their protégés agency over their own records and
generally avoiding the ‘smooth’ or ‘inoffensive’). I had come to a country that I had
previously associated with Karaoke, Anime and Manga, and had never expected such a rich
tradition of jazz music.
How, then, did I come across the idea of studying jazz in Japan? The first seeds were planted
upon hearing saxophonist Simon Cosgrove playing online. After looking through some more
videos, and reading about Simon, I was intrigued that such a great English player would be
making a living in Tokyo, a city I had never previously associated with jazz. Thoughts sprung
to my mind: “I wonder what the jazz scene’s like in Japan”, “I’ve never really heard Japanese
jazz before”, “Why did this guy move to Japan, to play jazz?!” At once unanswerable and
intriguing questions, I felt the urge to find answers. So I emailed Simon Cosgrove, and I
started reading about and listening to Japanese jazz.
I was shocked when I read the statistic that Japan has the largest relative proportion of jazz
fans in the world (Anthony Craig, Japan Pop! , 2000, p35). It instantly became clear to me
that my experience of jazz was one dominated by the West and by the American canon,
which has come to define popular jazz history. Reading E Taylor Atkins’s brilliant book Blue
Nippon: Authenticating Jazz in Japan inspired me to want to visit Japan and investigate the
Tokyo scene in more depth, as it opened up an alternate history of jazz which had
developed outside its country of origin (E Taylor Atkins, Blue Nippon, 2001).
Atkins tracks back the history of Jazz in Japan to its early roots to Japanese dancehalls of the
early 20th century through to the occupation of Japan by American troops and into the
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present day, recounting a rich but fraught history. For example, Atkins documents how jazz
was re-established in Japan through propaganda broadcasts of American music, and
through American soldiers playing jazz music in Japan at the time of occupation. Through
this process, for obvious reasons, Atkins conveys how Japan’s relationship with Western
culture has often been fraught and riddled with inadequacy. His book challenges and
discusses stereotypes made against Japan as a “nation of imitators” (Atkins, 50).
In the light of Atkins’s study, I was interested to explore jazz in Japan first hand, to test
whether certain attitudes toward the music were warranted, and also to compare the Tokyo
scene to the standards and practices of music I was used to in England. The LRMF scheme
allowed me to explore the Tokyo jazz scene and see as much live music as possible.
Consequently, I met and spoke to many musicians, visited many of Tokyo’s famous, and not
so famous clubs, and absorbed an immense amount of information in such a relatively small
amount of time.
The objective of my report, then, is to discuss some of the interesting elements of my trip,
and to rebuke and support some often tacit presumptions about Japanese Jazz. The ‘main
essay’ section of the report is not laid out in traditional essay style, with a distinct introessay-conclusion format, but more as a discussion and documentation of my time in Tokyo,
from which the reader can draw her/his own conclusions. That said, I do make a case for the
strength and cohesiveness of Tokyo’s jazz community, which, I argue, treats jazz music as a
lifestyle, as a binding force which connects musicians and fans and is driven by an immense
commitment to the music.
Another objective of my journey was to study with Simon Cosgrave, so that I could both
improve my own playing and also gain insight into Japanese culture and jazz from an
informed perspective. As studying with Simon was in aid of improving my own playing,
information about the lessons I took is irrelevant to this report. Even so, I did record music
that reflects upon my experience, which I will briefly discuss at the end of the paper, but
should generally be considered as a compliment to the experience and report, without
much symbolic value.
There are obvious limitations to this project, one being the fact that Tokyo is an extremely
expensive place to see music. Whilst my accommodation was cheap, and food generally not
bad, gigs were often very expensive, I had to pay around £60 to see the famous avant-garde
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pianist Yosuke Yamashita (photograph on page 1), and £50 to see the Goodfellas quintet.
Many other gigs were also expensive, so the budget was tight, however attending these
concerts was an invaluable experience and pivotal to the project. This limitation meant that
I could only plan a two week long trip, as I was aware in advance of how costly things would
be. Whilst I managed to see and do a lot in two weeks, I did miss out on tapping into Tokyo’s
free jazz scene, which would have been a helpful contrast to the straight ahead jazz that
dominated my trip (terms like ‘free jazz’ and ‘straight ahead’ are defined in the Glossary).
I also had unforeseen problems with my saxophone. Even though I put it through baggage
labelled as ‘fragile’, the instrument came out unplayable and I couldn’t access repair work
until after the 4th day. It then proceeded to break again (in 12 years of playing before this,
I’d never had a serious problem with a saxophone). Fortunately, I used Simon’s tenor with
my mouthpiece in lessons, so it wasn’t too much of a hindrance in that respect, although it
did prevent me participating in jam sessions. That said, for the nature of this report, my
participation and playing is of little relevance.
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The First point of contention I’d like to assess in this essay is “the authenticity complex”
(Atkins, 19). E Taylor Atkins illustrates how certain critics of Japanese jazz have rebuked it as
having being unoriginal, stereotyping Japan as a “nation of imitators” (Atkins, 33).
Therefore, the music is accused of finding legitimacy in making a direct copy of music from
the past, rather than appropriating elements of the jazz canon, whilst simultaneously using
them to pioneer something new. I can, to an extent, support this claim. For example, talking
to a musician at a certain jam session in Tokyo, I found out that the owner of the club, and
director of the session, disliked one of the guitarists there. He disliked him not because he
was unfriendly, or a bad musician, but because he was trying to “do his own thing”, to
break out of the “straight ahead” jazz jam and incorporate more modern ideas. This
reluctance to develop and accept the tradition of recent jazz was consistent in the places
and gigs that I went to.
This point supports Atkins’s consideration of the traditions of Japanese education. He cites
musicologist Eta Harich Schneider who asserts that, in terms of musical education, “the
West believes in the personality... The East believes in the school. A work of art is evaluated
in the West by its degree of independence and originality; in the East as a perfect specimen
of its type” (Atkins, 33). This idea not only applies to the reduplication of music from the
past, but also of respect to elders of the music.
Simon explained to me how, in Japanese traditional music, notation systems differ between
instruments, rather than being standardised as in Western classical music. These code
systems also alter between different practitioners and masters/teachers of music; so when
one learns, say, the Shakahachi flute with one teacher, his notation system will be his own,
and be rigid and structured, taught to him in turn by another master, and passed down.
Therefore, to study under someone is to appropriate and master their specific style and way
of playing, which could help to explain why “Japan’s most accomplished and popular jazz
artists are identified as “the Japanese version” of someone else” i.e. the Japanese version of
Miles Davis/Sonny Rollins (Atkins, 33). In further support of this, I met a saxophonist at a
Jam session at the Cotton Club in Takadanobaba who had the names of his favourite players
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etched onto his case (Don Byas and Eddie ‘Lockjaw’ Davis), a clear visual representation of
who he was modelling his sound on.
Whilst playing old standards and motifs was the norm for jam sessions in Tokyo, it would be
an unfair and offensive generalisation to assert firstly that all Japanese jazz musicians are
revisionistic in their playing, and secondly to assert that there is a problem in copying or
learning from masters. Most jazz musicians would concede that to learn jazz is to
appropriate ‘licks’, ‘ideas’ or motifs from the past. Furthermore, playing old standards is
norm in jazz bands and jam sessions around the world (I can use England, and my current
home in Guangzhou, China, to evidence this point).
Furthermore, the nature of our information age lends itself to revisionism. For example,
global accessibility to music from the past, coupled with extensive online biographies and
accounts of ‘how players got their sound’ allows us to actively model ourselves on icons
from the past. One only has to look at the price of old instruments and mouthpieces online
to understand how modern players attempt to gain an authentic sound from long-past
models. Bradford saxophonist Stuart Macdonald told me of how certain saxophone
mouthpieces had drastically risen in price over the last ten years, as a result of internet
auction sites, which mean that 1950s American mouthpieces can be bought anywhere in the
world.
That said I did feel a certain sense of inadequacy in relation to America’s rooted relationship
to jazz. This is evidenced through one of Tokyo’s major conceptions of jazz legitimacy: an
American education. Many of the top musicians who I met were educated at the prestigious
Berklee College of Music in America. When I asked a trumpet player in the club Naru, who
spoke American English very well, if he had studied jazz in America, he looked at me with a
downcast look and said “I never went to school”. Simon told me himself that when he first
turned up in Japan he found it hard to find gigs because of his lack of specific jazz tuition,
this is coming from a man who studied music at Cambridge. Just like the desire for old
American saxophones (French ones of the same quality sell for half the price), the
interaction of music with a racial and topographical heritage still dominates in Tokyo jazz
circles.
It is understandable that in a tradition such as jazz music, where there is a key focus on
reinterpreting and appropriating standards from the past, that players not directly
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associated with the music’s roots may feel inadequate. Take E Taylor Atkins’s example of
Avado Chie, a Japanese singer who married an American and lived in America for several
years, and was “all the rage” when he visited Japan in 1998:

“My friends incessantly sought my stamp of approval for her performance: as an American
‘‘expert,’’ it was clear that I was supposed to validate their belief that someone had finally
gotten it right. They hammered home that what made her so good was that she did not
sound Japanese, but rather just like an African American female singer. Ayado Chie is the
Japanese jazz community’s new ‘‘Great Yellow Hope.’’ (Atkins, Blue Nippon, 271-272)

In the tradition of paying respect to the American tradition, singing presents a unique
problem for the Japanese jazz musician. Whilst it is most definitely true that a Japanese
musician can make as powerful a sound as any American on an instrument, to sing in a
language so vastly different to the Japanese mother tongue presents difficulties of
interpretation and intonation. I heard three singers whilst I was in Tokyo: two Japanese
female singers and one Brazilian. I had heard of a reputation of Japanese singers who had
recorded in English but had not mastered pronunciation. This point was clarified, to an
extent, at a late night jam I saw at the Cotton Club in Takadanobaba, where a singer
drastically mispronounced the words to many well known jazz standards. Understandably,
the singer expressed her nerves to me afterwards, jarred at the presence of a native speaker
in the room; she said she had forgotten some of the words.
It was refreshing to see the female singer from the band ‘Beef Jerkey’, who sang original
compositions in Japanese, and also translated American standards. Whilst she also sang
American standards in English very well, she really came into her own singing with Japanese
lyrics. Even so, whilst she couldn’t speak much English, she had perfect tone and intonation,
and seemingly spontaneous expression when singing in English: representing an immense
dedication to listening and reduplicating the music. The requirement for Japanese singers to
learn American songs and American accents so they can participate in jam sessions
reinforces the canonical pull of American music wherever jazz is played, as the jazz voice is
so firmly steeped in the influence of Johnny Hartman and Ella Fitzgerald.
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Whilst I didn’t find people playing Japanese pentatonic scales and riffing on old folk songs,
there were certain attitudes toward jazz that made it culturally ‘Japanese’. For example, jam
sessions held at two Takadonababa jazz clubs, Intro and The Cotton club, both used a list of
players names compiled throughout the night to determine who should play when. Rather
than being a free-for-all, this system leads to a fair distribution of playing time.
Consequently, there is less chance for more experienced musicians to hog the stage, and a
community atmosphere that welcomes players newer to jazz.
A second point of observation worth noting is the quality of musical instruments and
equipment in Tokyo, which is second to none. For example, take the picture below. This is of
the Intro live house, a place which can, at most, accommodate about 15 spectators and 6
participants (and that’s a real push, believe me!). As one can see from the picture, the band
are crammed in as the grand piano takes up the space where another table could be, space
which could have accommodated more spectators and consequently bring more money.
Here’s an example of how, in Tokyo, sound quality and equipment take precedence above
all else.

The Intro Live house in Takadonababa
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This example was followed by all other restaurants/clubs I visited, such as Naru (in
Ochanomizu) and Body and Soul (in the Aoyama area), which both had large areas for the
musicians, who were consistently treat as the focal point of the room. I was struck in both
clubs by how attentively people listened to the music, seldom even eating from the plates of
food in front of them and reserving conversation only for the break. This dedication was
equally matched in the non-dining jazz clubs such Intro club. It’s tag line ‘smokin, drinkin,
never thinkin’, really did pay testimony to the communal atmosphere of the place, where
jazz enthusiasts come together to dig the music in an unpretentious space, where the
manager and owner both play, drink and hang out with their friends on every session.
This point reflects the virtues of Tokyo’s tendency toward small venues run by a dedication
to and appreciation for music, epitomised by the tradition of jazz coffee houses, or Jazzu
Kissa. Originally places where musicians would hang out and transcribe the music they could
not afford to buy, these cafes provide a space to listen to top quality records on
phenomenal sound systems. Take the cafe in the picture below, Meg in Kichijoji. I had the
pleasure of listening to Wes Montgomery and Jimmy Smith on speakers so deep and rich
that the room glowed with sound. Many guests didn’t speak, but just sat with their coffees
and listened in an almost meditative fashion. One guy in particular was with his son, who
was wearing a Manchester United football top and asleep on the table, as he sat crosslegged concentrating hard with his eyes closed.

Meg in Kichijoji, with its characteristically brilliant sound system and records on the wall
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The sound was the focal point of both jazz cafes that I went to, Meg and Samuri, which was
located in Shinjuku. Both places were unadvertised, visited only by those who knew about
them and owned by people who were passionate about jazz, rather than passionate about
making a quick buck.
Emphasis on playing top quality records reinforces the deep attention to quality paid by the
Japanese jazz community. I visited some great record stores around Tokyo; where there was
always someone on hand to help you test the records, once again on top quality speakers or
earphones. Many jazz clubs had walls lined with records, and this obsession was reaffirmed
by a story that Simon told me of a gig he played on a small island just off the shore of Japan.
After the gig a Japanese man asked him back to his house and took him up into the attic,
where the walls were lined with thousands of pristine jazz records, a personal store worth
thousands of pounds. An obsession with quality and collection of the relics of the past struck
me as another point which connected both players and listeners, as the art of appreciating
and playing jazz was an art of perfection of technique and equipment.
This connection between players and listeners was something that constantly surprised me,
and I was always struck by how deadly silent the audience would be, eyes glued to the stage
and eating a few quick bites of their meals only between songs. Audiences would always
receive the players warmly, clapping vigorously after every song. This experience hit its peak
for me at the club Body and Soul, where I saw the fantastic young duo of saxophonist
Wataru Hamasaki and Pianist Mayuko Katakura playing Duke Ellington compositions. The
intuitive collaboration between the two musicians was very personal, and the audience
were duly absorbed in the music, voraciously clapping after each song finished. It was yet
another exposition of the unity between audience and performer, intensified by the two
musicians coming out from their backstage area and engaging in warm conversation with
the spectators. This meeting of performers and listeners was a regular feature of shows in
Tokyo and represents a sense of the ‘jazz community’ as a body of people brought together
by a shared interest.
It would be foolish, however, to idealise all Tokyo jazz joints as places where dedication and
community takes precedence over capital. Take the Park Hyatt hotel ‘New York Bar’, the set
of Sofia Coppola’s 2003 film Lost in Translation, which offers “jazz by top international
artists nightly” (see web address in Bibliography). The view from the hotel was certainly
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romantic and the ambience nice, but the music was subordinated to a background role. The
hotel’s website describes the bar as, “This major landmark on the Tokyo skyline is the city's
hottest see-and-be-seen venue”, and consequently takes the focus away from music,
appropriating jazz as a symbol of high culture and glamour, but not as a lifestyle of
dedication, like in the smaller venues. The bar’s acoustics aren’t conducive to a live band, as
the dense furniture of the roof top jazz bar absorbs sound, severely limiting the acoustics of
the room and diminishing sound quality.

View from the Park Hyatt New York Bar
It seems apt that the bar was the set of a film, as it appears that it is based more around the
construction of a false image than appreciation of music where the ‘iconic’ view over the
Tokyo skyline, rather than the music, is the focal point. In a conversation with the singer
from the band ‘Beef Jerkey’, I was told that local jazz clubs had been contacted by hotel
guests who wanted to enjoy music in a venue dedicated to jazz, where the hum of
conversation or clink of glasses doesn’t overpower the music. I didn’t feel the same sense of
unity at the Park Hyatt, despite the brilliant and engaging musicians who were playing. That
said, it is inevitable that a global space where people constantly filter through for a few
nights before flying away again would provide less opportunity for bands to receive a
following, or for a sense of community to develop.
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As an interesting contrast to the lofty heights of the Park Hyatt, my second week brought
me to Aketa no Mise (or, “the open store”) a small, dingy, underground club, located in the
Ogikubo area of Tokyo. The club was recommended to me by James Catchpole whose
website www.tokyojazzsite.com was very informative to me before the trip; his extensive
knowledge of the Tokyo jazz scene expanded and refreshed my understanding of the city.
This club was a dedicated space just for music, with canned beer served in tin mugs and a
dusty stage which acts as a nightly expose for Tokyo’s free jazz scene. The night was
enjoyable, but it did seem to me that the older saxophonist and leader of the band, was of a
significantly lower standard than the other musicians backing him. When I asked Simon
(who, by the way, didn’t know the band in question), why this might be, he suggested the
guy could be an example of an older player who was culturally respected for his
contribution to music in the past, and “recorded an album in his twenties then stopped
practicing”. This once again supports the inflection of traditional Japanese attitudes to
respecting older players or teachers of the music, representing a uniquely Japanese
interpretation of jazz music, which values inclusion over ruthless selection of the best.
Located in a quieter area of Tokyo, I was surprised to find that none of the Berklee-trained,
or straight ahead jazz players who I spoke to had heard of Aketa No Mise. This represents
the great divide between players of ‘free improvised music’ and swinging jazz in Tokyo. I
asked American-trained duo Mayuko Katakura and Wataru Hamasaki about free improvised
music of Tokyo; they told me that it’s often the playground for inexperienced players who
have failed to appropriate the jazz language and just scream down an instrument that they
don’t know how to play. It would have been interesting to explore this avenue, but
unfortunately one downfall of my trip was that I failed to come across any free music. This
was due partly to time constraints and the fact that my main guides to the city (i.e. Simon,
and the musicians I met at gigs he recommended) were not part of the free jazz scene. I’d
very much like to try and explore this side of things in future travels to Tokyo.
Whilst I didn’t get a chance to experience free jazz, I did get to see players of international
renown, including Yosuke Yamashita, Vincent Herring, Toru Dodo and Eric Alexander. On my
final night I saw one of my tenor saxophone heroes Eric Alexander, performing with
“Goodfellas”, a band constructed of American and Japanese musicians. The pianist of the
band was Toru Dodo, a brilliant Japanese born pianist, who was touring the world with
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various bands and had originally been educated at Berklee. I had the chance to see Toro the
night before and was struck by the immense energy and power of his playing.
Both gigs at the Shinjuku Pitt Inn were full, there was hardly any room to move in the break
as the musicians came out of the back-stage area to talk to the audience in true Tokyo style.
It was great to see how the jazz community’s energy and commitment infects overseas
musicians as well as natives. Whilst these last two nights were such a high for me, the
summary of the immense appreciation that the Japanese audience pays to internationally
acclaimed musicians raises a final criticism, as Atkins documents:
“In The Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD, LP and Cassette, British critics Richard Cook and Brian
Morton simultaneously acknowledge the existence of these unflattering stereotypes, while
shamelessly and gleefully using them to critique recordings... according to Cook and
Morton, two of Scott Hamilton’s live albums are marred by ‘‘the irritation of a relentlessly
self-congratulatory Japanese audience (who applaud themselves every time they recognize
a standard).’’ (Atkins, 26-27)
This opinion was supported by one of the Western musicians who I met in Tokyo, who
agreed with the point that often, the playing standard of Tokyo concerts is lowered because
of the Japanese audience’s extensive clapping after solos and songs. I can vouch for this, as
the audience at the Goodfellas quintet, the Yosuke Yamashita big band, and Toro Dodu’s
JAfro trio, would voraciously clap every solo and song, often standing up to show further
appreciation.
If I had experienced this gig at the start of my trip, or without knowledge of Tokyo’s
immensely appreciative, warm, and involved music scene, I might have agreed that the
audience were naive and self congratulatory. However, after two weeks of coming to know
an audience so immersed in all forms of the music, from listening at jazz cafes, to buying
LPs, to attending live shows and dining with live jazz every night, there is no way I could
criticise this audience. What the jazz critics seemed to have missed is that there is no
‘correct’ way to appreciate music, and each culture or place presents its own way of
understanding and experiencing jazz music. Ultimately, the dedication to jazz and sheer
enjoyment people derive from jazz in Tokyo is phenomenal, and creates a communal energy
unlike any other.
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Simon Cosgrove was an invaluable contact and brilliant teacher, managing to remain
inquisitive and informative even with a one week old baby to look after. Simon has
extensively studied Japanese traditional music, and had studied Shakahachi flute when he
first came to Japan. That said, his own music seldom draws on traditional music, but instead
derives from the straight ahead, swinging jazz tradition. In fact, only one song (“Treading
Water”) from Simon’s debut album was inspired by the traditional sound.
I have purposefully skipped past the question of Japanese traditional music’s incorporation
into jazz within this essay. This is because, in my whole time in Tokyo, I only came across
one performance that could be seen to incorporate these elements. This was one of the
musicians from the band “Beef Jerkey”, who used the Shakahachi flute to play jazz. When I
spoke to him in the break, he told me how his main occupation was playing Japanese
traditional music on the flute, and that whilst he used it to play jazz, he wasn’t interested in
a crossover of the genres. To an extent this lack of integration between the two forms of
music surprised me. Simon said himself that when he first came to Japan he expected to
hear the sound of the Japanese pentatonic scale at sessions around the city. This really
attests to jazz’s lasting quality as both a global and progressive art form, and represents the
positive implications of globalised information, so that Japanese musicians, unlike their
1960s counterparts, can access and continue to contribute to a global canon of music.
For this reason, I chose not to record any tracks inspired by traditional Japanese music.
Instead I chose to deconstruct the Horace Silver tune “Too Much Sake”, which, along with
Cannonball Adderley’s “Nippon Soul” or Brubeck’s “Tokyo Traffic”, is a tune that bares no
relation to traditional Japanese music, but merely draws on Japan as inspiration for straight
ahead jazz. The song is played in a deconstructed manner and was recorded on the last day,
thus the improvisation was influenced by the plethora of great music I had been exposed to
in the two week period.
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Is Japanese jazz unoriginal or at best revisionistic? These assumptions belie the complexity
of the jazz community that I experienced in Tokyo. I found that, as consequence of great
dedication, players and listeners alike treat jazz as a lifestyle, forging a community based on
respect for the players of the past and love for the music of the present. I also discovered
that two weeks is in no way long enough to get a real sense of the continually evolving
scene in Tokyo, or understand the deep rooted cultural sensibilities that drive certain
aspects of Japanese jazz, such as respect for old masters.
I ultimately argue that the Tokyo jazz scene operates as a shining example of how music can
connect both fans and musicians alike, and forge a lifestyle which breeds creativity and
collectively. I urge anyone who is critical of Tokyo jazz audiences or music to visit the city
itself, before making assumptions based on preconceived notions of how the music should
be played or appreciated.
My brief taste of the Tokyo scene has left me with a hunger to seek out Japanese jazz music
and to look outside the preconceived canon of Western music to consider the vastly
different ways that people can interpret and appreciate art. It has also clarified my
understanding of the underrepresentation of Japanese jazz on the global platform. This
knowledge resonates with Atkins’s conclusion of Blue Nippon, where he meditates on Hino
Terumasa’s idealistic vision of jazz as a music that unites the world:
“One test of Hino’s belief will be in future historical treatments of jazz: will those audacious
enough to write yet another ‘‘history of jazz’’ feel compelled to include the stories and
findings presented in this book, or in the work of S. Frederick Starr, Michael Kater, and
others? Will they go beyond saying that jazz simply captivated the world, to acknowledge
the debates jazz sparked and the symbolic associations it assumed in Japan and elsewhere?
In short, will jazz histories be as ‘‘international’’ and all-embracing as Hino Terumasa
believes jazz music to be? For that to happen, it seems, we will have to reconfigure our
thinking about jazz, culture, race, and authenticity. Until then Hino’s is a song of lovely
sentiment as yet unsung.” (Atkins, 276)
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In the light of this, my experience in Tokyo has turned me into somewhat of an ambassador
for Japanese jazz, as I constantly refer to it and promote it in conversations with my friends.
The cohesive nature of Tokyo’s jazz community is something to aspire to for players and
listeners alike and something that will forever influence the way I play and listen to jazz.
In this way the project has been fundamental to my personal development and current
position on the Guangzhou jazz scene in China. It gave me the confidence to visit clubs by
myself and to navigate a new and often untranslatable city, connecting with others through
music. I would have never been able to conduct this project through my own means, as
Tokyo is too much of an expensive city to reside in on any student income. I am therefore
immensely grateful for the LRMF funding, for providing me with one of the formative
experiences of my university career, allowing me to develop a truly life affirming
relationship with such a special city.
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Free jazz: In the context of Tokyo this is defined loosely as ‘free improvised music’, which
generally avoids strict structures and melodies in favour of a more fragmented approach.
Straight Ahead Jazz: Generally played with a swinging rhythm section and inspired by classic
jazz standards, improvisation takes place over a structure of chords that, whilst can be
interpreted, often stay stable to provide the musician with a direction for their
improvisation.
Jam Session: An event where jazz musicians come together to play together. Generally
includes improvisation over jazz standards, original songs written by players, or just free
playing.

E. Taylor Atkins, Blue Nippon, Authenticating Jazz in Japan, Duke University Press,
(Durham/London: 2001)
Craig, Timothy, Japan Pop! Inside the World of Japanese Popular Culture, (M.E. Sharpe:
2000)
Park Hyatt hotel Tokyo website. Accessed 26/11/2012.
http://tokyo.park.hyatt.com/hyatt/hotels-tokyopark/entertainment/dining_detail.jsp?itemDesc=fboutlet&itemId=1001053
Adderley, Cannonball, Nippon Soul, Riverside (Tokyo: 1963)
Brubeck, Dave, Tokyo Traffic, from Jazz Impressions of Japan, Sony, 1964
Silver, Horace, Too Much Sake, from The Tokyo Blues, Blue Note, (US: 1962)
Cosgrove, Simon, Treading Water, Joyce Tones, (Tokyo: 2009)
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Finance
£
Travel
Return flights from London
Estimated cost
Actual cost
Estimated cost
Actual cost

Extra Baggage

660.00
903.86
N/A
64.00

(Whilst the cost for the flight was 903.68, I deduct £200 from the total, as my mum agreed
to put money toward me getting a more expensive, but direct flight, and consequently avoid
having to wait 10 hours stopover in an airport)
Insurance
‘Direct Travel insurance’ premium package
Estimated cost
35.00
Actual cost
35.00
Tube, transfers and travel:

Estimated cost
Actual cost

120.00
139.65

Train from Leamington to London

26.75

Train from London to Leeds
Train back from airport to London
Return transport from Narita airport to central Tokyo
Transport in Tokyo (all on tube)

25.40
22.50
25.00
40.00

Estimated Subtotal
Actual Subtotal
Lessons/EP

815.00
1062.51

Lessons
Estimation
Actual

300.00
250.00

(I decided to sacrifice one lesson so that I could see the Goodfellas Quintet on the last night
of my trip- it helped that Simon’s lessons were very generous and always ran over the
allotted time)
Recording the EP
(Simon has recording facilities in his apartment)

Estimated Subtotal
Actual Subtotal

Estimation
Actual

0.00
0.00

300.00
250.00

Living Expenses
Accomodation
Estimated
Actual

680.00
444.00

Food costs
£15 per day

Estimated
210.00
Actual
280.00
(It wasn’t always possible for me to budget on food, as many restaurants had a ‘minimum spend’,
which meant I would have to buy food/drink so as to stay at the venue)
Gigs
Naru
Body and Soul
Shinjuku Pitt Inn Goodfellas
Shinjuki Pitt Inn Toru Dodo
Yosuke Yamashita Gig
Beef Jerkey show
Aketa No Mise
Intro Entrance fee (two nights)

19.00
26.00
46.00
30.50
57.00
19.00
19.00
23.00

Estimated
Actual
Repairs of saxophone

300.00
239.5
N/A
11.40

Estimated
Actual

Estimated Subtotal
Actual subtotal

510.00
530.90

Estimated Total
Actual Total

2305.00
2286.9
18.1

Difference

